Native Americans and American Nature:


European and Global Antecedents:


The Romantic Age and the Cult of Nature:


Environment and the American West:


**Bioregional Environmental Histories:**


Tracy Stone-Manning and Emily Miller, eds., *The River We Carry With Us: Two Centuries of Writing From the Clark Fork Basin* (2002).

**Conservation Origins: Progressive Era and New Deal:**


**Wildlife and Water:**


**Parks and Forests:** I haven’t read anything in this category, so recommend the best or most useful stuff. Here are my guesses.


**Energy, Cities, and Politics Since WWII:**


**Ecology (the science) and Environmentalism (the social movement):**


**Biography and Autobiography:**


**Topical Treatments:**

**Sociobiology & Biophilia:**


**Fire:**


**Gender & Ecofeminism:**


**Climate & History:**


**Wilderness & Public Lands:**


**Environmental Philosophy:**


---, *The Tender Carnivore and the Sacred Game* (1973).


**American Nature Writing and Literature:**


